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In this paper, we describe a way to access Arabic information using chatbot, 
without the need for sophisticated natural language processing or logical 
inference. FAQs are Frequently-Asked Questions documents, designed to 
capture the logical ontology of a given domain. Any Natural Language 
interface to an FAQ is constrained to reply with the given Answers, so there is 
no need for NL generation to recreate well-formed answers, or for deep 
analysis or logical inference to map user input questions onto this logical 
ontology; simple (but large) set of pattern-template matching rules will 
suffice. In previous research, this works properly with English and other 
European languages. In this paper, we try to see how the same chatbot will 
react in terms of Arabic FAQs. Initial results shows that 93% of answers were 
correct, but because of a lot of characteristics related to Arabic language, 
changing Arabic questions into other forms may lead to no answers. 
Keywords: chatbot; FAQs; information retrieval; question answering system 
1. Introduction 
Human computer interfaces are created to facilitate communication between human and 
computers in a user friendly way. For instances information retrieval systems such as Google, 
Yahoo, AskJevees are used to remotely access and search a large information system based 
on keyword matching, and retrieving documents.  However, with the tremendous amount of 
information available via web pages, what user really needs is an answer to his reque t 
instead of documents or links to these documents. Form here, the idea of question answering 
systems raised up to surface.  A question answering (QA) system accepts user's question in 
natural language, then retrieve an answer from its knowledge base rather than "full documents 
or even best-matching passages as most information retrieval systems currently do." [1] 
QA systems are classified into two categories [2]: Open domain QA; and close domain 
QA. Closed-domain question answering systems answers questions in specific domain such 
as medicine, or weather forecasting. In contrast, open domain question answering answers 
questions about everything only and relies on general ontology and world knowledge. In 
recent years, "the combination of the Web growth and the explosive demand for better 
information access has motivated the interest in Web-based QA systems" [3]. 
Katz et al.[4], addressed three challenges face QA developers to provide right answers: 
"understanding questions, identifying where to find the information, and fetching the 
information itself". To understand questions and retrieve correct answers, QA system  use 
different NLP techniques such as: super vector machine to classify questions, and HMM 
based named entity recognizer to obtain right answer [5]; Others use a surface patterns to 
extract important terms from questions, constructs the terms' relations from sentences in the 
corpus, and then use these relations to filter appropriate answer candidates [6]. 
In contrast to English and other European languages, Arabic language suffers from 
shortage in NLP resources and tools. In this paper we will use an Arabic QA corpus t  
retrieve answers for questions without the need for using sophisticated NLP through usin  an 
interface which fools users into thinking that they speak/ask a real human; chatbot. 
A chatbot is a conversational software agent, which interacts with users using natural 
language. The idea of chatbot systems originated in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
[7], where Weizenbaum implemented the Eliza chatbot to emulate a psychotherapist. After 
that, Colby developed PARRY [0] to simulate a paranoid patient. “Colby regarded PARRY as 
a tool to study the nature of paranoia, and considered ELIZA as a potential clinical agent who 
could, within a time-sharing framework, autonomously handle several hundred patients n 
hour.”  
Nowadays several chatbots are available online, and are used for different purposes such 
as: MIA which is a German advisor on opening a bank account; Sanelma a fictional female to 
talk with in a museum that provides information related to specific piece of art; Cybelle, and 
AskJevees, a web-based search engine. 
The remainder of this paper describes our ALICE/AIML architecture in section 2. The 
logic of FAQs is presented in section 3. The Arabic WWW FAQs that is used to retrain 
ALICE with the adapted program is described in sections 4 and 5 consecutively. Results and 
conclusions are discussed in sections 6 and 7 consecutively.  
2. ALICE/AIML chatbot architecture 
We have worked with the ALICE open-source chatbot initiative. ALICE1 is the Artificial 
Linguistic Internet Computer Entity, originated by Wallace in 1995. A sample of chatting 
with ALICE is shown in figure 1. ALICE stores knowledge about English conversation 
patterns in AIML files. AIML, or Artificial Intelligence Mark-up Language, is a derivati e of 
Extensible Mark-up Language (XML). It was developed by the Alicebot free software 
community during 1995-2000 to enable people to input dialogue pattern knowledge into 
chatbots based on the ALICE free software technology. 
 
User: Hello, my name is George and I am the human. 
ALICE: Hi George. 
User:  Would you like to play a game? 
ALICE: Sure. 
User: Ok then. I will email it to you by use of the CD drive. 
ALICE: What hobbies do you enjoy? 
User: I like cinema. 
ALICE: What types of films? 
User: All. 
ALICE: What movie did you see this year that you liked? 
User: I don't have time for movies. 
ALICE: I thought you liked cinema. 
User: I did, but then you started to say stupid things. 
Fig. 1.  A sample of conversation with ALICE (from Loebner prize contest 2004) 




AIML consists of data objects called AIML objects, which are made up of units called 
topics and categories as shown in figure 2. The topic is an optional top-level element, it has a
name attribute and a set of categories related to that topic. Categories are the basic unit of 
knowledge in AIML. Each category is a rule for matching an input and converting to an 
output, and consists of a pattern, which represents the user input, and a template, which 
implies the ALICE robot answer. The AIML pattern is simple, consisting only of words, 
spaces, and the wildcard symbols _ and *. The words may consist of letters and numerals, but 
no other characters. Words are separated by a single space, and the wildcard characters 
function like words. The pattern language is case invariant. The idea of the pattern matching 
technique is based on finding the best, longest, pattern match.  
 
<aiml version=”1.0”> 
<topic name=”the topic”> 
  <category> 
<pattern>USER INPUT</pattern> 
<that>THAT</that> 
<template>Chatbot answer</template> </category> 
.. 
</topic> </aiml> 
Fig. 2. The AIML format 
2.1. Types of ALICE/AIML categories 
There are three types of the AIML categories: atomic categories, default categories, and 
recursive categories. 
 
Atomic categories are those with patterns that do not have wildcard symbols, _ and *, e.g.:  
  
 <category><pattern>WHAT IS 2 AND 2</pattern> 
      <template> It is 4 </template></category> 
In the above category, if the user inputs ‘What is 2 and 2’, then ALICE answers ‘it is 4’. 
 
Default categories are those with patterns having wildcard symbols * or _. The wildcard 
symbols match any input but they differ in their alphabetical order. Assuming the previous 
input WHAT IS 2 AND 2, if the robot does not find the previous category with an atomic 
pattern, then it will try to find a category with a default pattern such as: 
 
<category> <pattern>WHAT IS 2 *</pattern> 
         <template><random> 
             <li>Two.</li> 
             <li>Four.</li> 
             <li>Six.</li> 
         </random></template> 
      </category> 
      So ALICE will pick a random answer from the list. 
 
Recursive categories are those with templates having <srai> and <sr> tags, which refer to 
simply recursive artificial intelligence, and symbolic reduction. Recursive categories hav 
many applications: symbolic reduction that reduces complex grammatical forms to simpler 
ones; divide and conquer that splits an input into two or more subparts, and combines the 
responses to each; and dealing with synonyms by mapping different ways of saying the same 
thing to the same reply as the following example:  
 
<category><pattern>HALO</pattern> 
       <template><srai>Hello</srai></template>  
   </category> 
 
The input is mapped to another form, which has the same meaning. 
2.2. ALICE/AIML pattern matching technique 
The AIML interpreter tries to match word by word to obtain the longest pattern match, as this 
is normally the best one. This behavior can be described in terms of the Graphmaster as 
shown in figure 3. Graphmaster is a set of files and directories, which has a set of nodes 
called nodemappers and branches representing the first words of all patterns and wildcard 
symbols. Assume the user input starts with word X and the root of this tree structure is a 
folder of the file system that contains all patterns and templates; the pattern matching 
algorithm uses depth first search techniques: 
 
If the folder has a subfolder starting with underscore then turn to, “_/”, scan through it to 
match all words suffixed X, if no match then: 
Go back to folder, try to find a subfolder starts with word X, if so turn to “X/”, scan for 
matching the tail of X, if no match then: 
Go back to the folder, try to find a subfolder start with star notation, if so, turn to “*/”, try all 
remaining suffixes of input following “X” to see if one match. If no match was found, change 
directory back to the parent of this folder, and put “X” back on the head of the input. When a 
match is found, the process stops, and the template that belongs to that category is processed 




Fig. 1. A Graphmaster that represents ALICE brain  
3. The logic of FAQs 
We have techniques for developing new ALICE language models, to chat around a specific 
topic: the techniques involve machine learning from a training corpus of dialogue transcripts, 
so the resulting chatbot chats in the style of the training corpus [9], [10], [11], [12].  For 
example, we have a range of different chatbots trained to chat like London teenagers, 
Afrikaans-speaking South Africans, loudmouth Irishmen, etc by using text transcriptions of 
conversations by members of these groups. The training corpus is in effect transformed into a 
large number of categories or pattern-template pairs. User input is used to search th  
categories extracted from the training corpus for a nearest match, and the corresponding reply 
is output.   
This simplistic approach works best when the user’s conversation with the chatbot is 
likely to be constrained to a specific topic, and this topic is comprehensively covered in the 
training corpus. This should definitely be the case for a chatbot interface to an FAQ, a 
Frequently-Asked Questions document. FAQs are on a specific topic, and the author is 
typically an expert who has had to answer questions on the topic (e.g. helpdesk manager) and 
wants to comprehensively cover all likely questions so as not to be bothered by these in 
future. The FAQ is in effect an ontology, “a formal, explicit specification of a shared 
conceptualization” )Gruber 1993(. The “concepts” in this shared conceptualization space are 
not the Questions but the Answers. The standard “interface” to an FAQ is not a natural-
language front end, but just a Table of Contents and/or Index. Users are typically invited to 
browse the FAQ document till they find the answer to their question; arguably FAQs are 
really Frequently sought Answers each annotated with a typical Question. Browsing the entire 
document is fine for limited FAQs, but gets less manageable for larger domains, wh ch may 
be hierarchically organized. For example, the online FAQ for the Python programming 
language has several sub-documents for Python subtopics, so users have to navigate a 
hierarchical ontology. 
The logic of chatbot question-answering is built into an FAQ document by the designer. 
The designer specifies the taxonomy of possible Answers; whatever Question a user may 
pose, the chatbot can only reply with one or more Answers from this taxonomy, as the topic is 
comprehensively defined by this ontology. This suggests that sophisticated Natural Language 
Processing analysis used in systems like AskJeeves is redundant and pointless in an FAQ-
query chatbot. Querying an FAQ is more like traditional Information Retrieval: a user query 
has only to match one or more documents (Answers) in the document set. However, users 
may prefer to pose a query as a Natural Language question rather than a Google-style list of 
keywords; so they may yet prefer a chatbot interface to an FAQ over Google-style traditional 
Information Retrieval.      
We adapted our chatbot-training program to the FAQ in the School of Computing (SoC) at 
University of Leeds, producing the FAQchat system. The replies from FAQchat look like 
results-pages generated by search engines such as Google, where the outcomes are links to 
exact or nearest match web pages. However, FAQchat could also give a direct answer, if only 
one document matched the query; and the algorithm underlying each tool is different.  
In the ALICE architecture, the “chatbot engine” and the “language knowledge model” are 
clearly separated, so that alternative language knowledge models can be plugged and played. 
Another major difference between the ALICE approach and other chatbot-agents such as 
AskJeeves is in the deliberate simplicity of the pattern-matching algorithms: whereas 
AskJeeves uses sophisticated natural language processing techniques including 
morphosyntactic analysis, parsing, and semantic structural analysis, ALICE relies on a very 
large number of basic “categories” or rules matching input patterns to output templates. 
ALICE goes for size over sophistication: it makes up for lack of morphological, syntactic and 
semantic NLP modules by having a very large number of simple rules. The default ALICE 
system comes with about fifty thousand categories, and we have developed larger versions, up 
to over a million categories or rules. 
We tried to see if sophisticated NLP tool, exemplified by AskJevees, is better than 
keyword-based IR, exemplified by Google, for accessing FAQ. We designed set of typical
English-language questions for the School of Computing FAQ, and posed these to both 
search-engines, constrained to search only the SoC FAQ website. The correct answer was 
included in 53 percent of AskJeeves answers, and 46 percent of Google answers, which 
indicated no significant difference in performance: sophisticated NLP is not better than word-
based pattern matching when answering questions from restricted-domain FAQ. 
However, users may prefer to input natural language questions rather than keywords, so 
we also asked set of users to compare Google and FAQchat. We set series of information-
gathering tasks, and set up an interface which allowed users to type in question; this was sent 
to both FAQchat and Google, with responses displayed side-byside. We found that 68 percent 
of FAQchat answers were considered correct by users, but only 46 percent of Google answers
were correct. Users were also asked which system they preferred overall: 47 percent prferred 
FAQchat, while only 11 percent preferred Gooogle. The aim of this evaluation is to show that 
FAQchat works properly; it is not a search engine, but it could be a tool to access web pages, 
and giving answers from FAQ databases. 
4. Using Web Arabic FAQs to retrain ALICE 
The progress in Arabic Natural Language Processing is slower than English and other 
European languages. Hammo and other researchers [13] referred this to the Arabic languages 
characteristics which are: 
 
Arabic is highly inflectional and derivational, which makes morphological analysis a very 
complex task. 
The absence of diacritics in the written text creates ambiguity and therefore, complex 
morphological rules are required to identify the tokens and parse the text. 
The writing direction is from right-o-left and some of the characters change their shapes 
based on their location in the world. 
Capitalization is not used in Arabic, which makes it hard to identify proper names, acronyms, 
and abbreviations. 
 
In 2004, we modified the Java program we developed with the Qur'an, the holy book of 
Islam [10]. The generated chatbot accepts an Arabic question related to Islamic issues, and 
the answers are verses from Qur'an that match some keywords. However, because of the 
Qur'an nature as a monologue text, not as questions and its answers, evaluation for the Qur'an 
chatbot shows that most of responses were not related to the question. In this paper, we 
extend our FAQs chatbot systems generated before in English, and Spanish to include Arabic 
QA.  
In this term, we used different Web-pages to build a small corpus consist of 412 Arabic 
QA, and covers 5 domains:  
mothers and pregnancy issues,  
teeth care issues2,  
fasting and related issues to health,  
                                                 
2
 D:\ArabicQA_corpora\  ゅヰわハやケコヱ ラゅレシΕや ょトャ ヶダダガわャや るョゅジわよΙや ユャゅハ ゴミゲョ- りケゲムわョ るヤゃシぺ .htm 
blood disease such as cholesterol, and diabetes,  
blood charity issues3.  
 
The questions and answers were extracted not from users' forums, but to guarantee its 
correctness, we gathered it from web pages like medical centers and hospitals. 
Different problems raised up that is related to QA format and structural issues which 
necessitate some manual and automatic treatments as follows: 
 
The questions in these sites were denoted using different symbols: stars, bullet points, 
numbers and sometimes with ":サ" which mean "Q:". To facilitate programming issues, and 
unify these symbols, all questions were preceded with "Q:" Samples of those questions are 
presented in table 1. 
Another problem was that some of these were in fact PDF files not as web pages, which 
required to convert it into text ones. 
The answers for some questions were long and found in many lines which requires a 
concatenation procedure to merge these lines together. 
 
Table 1: Samples of questions of Arabic questions 
English translation Arabic question 
Q: Why does the wisdom tooth have 
this name? 
 ∨ ユシΙや やグヰよ モボバャや サゲッ ヶヨシ やクゅヨャ :サ 
 
1) What does blood mean? 1∨ュギャや ヲワゅョ )  
* What cloths should a pregnant wear?  ∨モョゅエャや ゅヰΑギゎゲゎ ラぺ モツヘΑ ヶわャや ゆゅΒんャや ヶワゅョ*  
 
5. Processing the Arabic QA 
The Java program that was developed and used before to convert a readable text to the AIML 
format is adapted to handle the Arabic QA corpus. The program is composed of three sub-
programs as follows: 
 
Sub-program 1: Generating the atomic file by reading questions and answers. 
Sub-program 2: Constructing the frequency list, and a file of all questions. 
Sub-program 3: Generating default files. 
5.1. sub-program 1: Generating Atomic file 
The first program is generating the atomic file; during this program the following steps are 
applied: 
 
(1) Reading the questions which are denoted by ":サ" ("Q:") 
(2) Normalizing the question by: removing punctuations, and un-necessary symbols 
(3) Adding the question as a pattern. 
(4) Reading the answer which is coming in a separate line after question mark. 
(5) Concatenating answer lines till the next question mark found. 
(6) Adding the answer as a template. 
 
                                                 
3
 D:\ArabicQA_corpora\  リΒハゲらわヨャや リョ りケゲムわヨャや るヤゃシΙや- ゲΒガャや ゆゅらセ ンギわレョ__ _.htm 
For example: if the Q/A is 
 
What is blood?                                                                                                                ャや ヲワゅョュギ∨                                            
-  れゅΑゲムャや ポゅレワヱ ∩ りギΑギハ メゅムセぺ ゅヰャ ヶわャや ¬ゅツΒらャや れゅΑゲムャや ポゅレヰプ ∩ るヘヤわガョ ネやヲルほよ ゅΑΚカ ヴヤハ ヵヲわエゎ ょΒミゲわャや るバΑギよ りキゅョ
ヵキぽゎ りギΑギハ モョやヲハ ポゅレワヱ ∩ れゅエΑ フ ゾャや ヴハギゎ ユイエャや るヤΒゃッ ゲタゅレハ ギィヲゎ ゅヨミ ∩ ヮルヲャ ュギャや ウレヨゎ ヶわャや ¬やゲヨエャや  ゐヱギエャ
 るΑグピヨャや キやヲヨャやヱ れゅレΒゎヱゲらャやヱ リΒョヲらャΕや モんョ りギΑギハ キやヲョ ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ ギィヲΑ ュギャや ヶプ ∩ ヴャヱΕや ザミゅバゎ ンゲカぺ モョやヲハヱ ゲんガわャや
 モミヱ ∩ ンゲカぺ りギΑギハ キやヲョヱ ラギらャゅよ ユわゎ ヶわャや )るΒヤΑヲエわャや れΚハゅヘわャや ( アゎやヲルヱ れΚツプ モヨエΑ ヮルぺ ゅヨミ ∩ キケやヲゼャやヱ ゥΚョΕやヱ
ヨャや ヲワ ノもやケ モもゅシ リヨッ ギィヲΑ ロや ラゲミクゅョネヲヨイョヱ ∩ モダ  ゲカへ モもゅシ ヵぺ ヮヘもゅドヱ ヱぺ ヮレΑヲムゎ ヶプ ヮΒルやギΑΙ ヵグャや ュギャや ヲワ マャク0  
 
The AIML category will be: 
 
<category> 
<pattern>  ュギャや ヲワゅョ </pattern> 
<template>-  ∩ りギΑギハ メゅムセぺ ゅヰャ ヶわャや ¬ゅツΒらャや れゅΑゲムャや ポゅレヰプ ∩ るヘヤわガョ ネやヲルほよ ゅΑΚカ ヴヤハ ヵヲわエゎ ょΒミゲわャや るバΑギよ りキゅョ
ポゅレワヱ  りギΑギハ モョやヲハ ポゅレワヱ ∩ れゅエΑ フ ゾャや ヴハギゎ ユイエャや るヤΒゃッ ゲタゅレハ ギィヲゎ ゅヨミ ∩ ヮルヲャ ュギャや ウレヨゎ ヶわャや ¬やゲヨエャや れゅΑゲムャや
 キやヲヨャやヱ れゅレΒゎヱゲらャやヱ リΒョヲらャΕや モんョ りギΑギハ キやヲョ ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ ギィヲΑ ュギャや ヶプ ∩ ヴャヱΕや ザミゅバゎ ンゲカぺ モョやヲハヱ ゲんガわャや ゐヱギエャ ヵキぽゎ
Κツプ モヨエΑ ヮルぺ ゅヨミ ∩ キケやヲゼャやヱ ゥΚョΕやヱ るΑグピヨャや ∩ ンゲカぺ りギΑギハ キやヲョヱ ラギらャゅよ ユわゎ ヶわャや )るΒヤΑヲエわャや れΚハゅヘわャや ( アゎやヲルヱ れ
プ ヮΒルやギΑΙ ヵグャや ュギャや ヲワ マャグハヲヨイョヱ ∩ モダヨャや ヲワ ノもやケ モもゅシ リヨッ ギィヲΑ ロや ラゲミクゅョ モミヱ ゲカへ モもゅシ ヵぺ ヮヘもゅドヱ ヱぺ ヮレΑヲムゎ ヶ
</template> 
</category> 
5.2 sub-program 2: Generating the frequency list 
The frequency list created using the questions only, since the most significant words will be 
used within the questions. All questions denoted by <pattern> are read form the atomic file. A 
file of these questions is generated. After that a tokenization process is applied to have lexical 
and found its frequencies. As a result a frequency list is created. 
5.3 sub-program 3: Generating the default file 
(1) Reading the questions and extracting the two most significant words (content words 
only) which are the least frequent words. 
(2) Different categories are added to extend the chance of finding answers as shown 
below: 
 
Build four categories using the most significant word (least 1) in four positions as patterns 
and the set of links it has as templates. 
Repeat the same process using the second-most significant word (least 2) 
Build four categories using the first word and the most significant words (least 1) where the 
most significant word is handled in four positions. 
Build two categories using most significant 1 and most significant 2, keeping the order of 
position as in the original question.  
Build a category using the first word, most significant word 1, and most significant word 2 
where the template is a direct answer. 
 
At the end of this stage, two files were generated: an atomic file and a default one. One of 




<template>-  ∩ りギΑギハ メゅムセぺ ゅヰャ ヶわャや ¬ゅツΒらャや れゅΑゲムャや ポゅレヰプ ∩ るヘヤわガョ ネやヲルほよ ゅΑΚカ ヴヤハ ヵヲわエゎ ょΒミゲわャや るバΑギよ りキゅョ
 りギΑギハ モョやヲハ ポゅレワヱ ∩ れゅエΑ フ ゾャや ヴハギゎ ユイエャや るヤΒゃッ ゲタゅレハ ギィヲゎ ゅヨミ ∩ ヮルヲャ ュギャや ウレヨゎ ヶわャや ¬やゲヨエャや れゅΑゲムャや ポゅレワヱ
ぺ モョやヲハヱ ゲんガわャや ゐヱギエャ ヵキぽゎ キやヲヨャやヱ れゅレΒゎヱゲらャやヱ リΒョヲらャΕや モんョ りギΑギハ キやヲョ ゅ ⇔ツΑぺ ギィヲΑ ュギャや ヶプ ∩ ヴャヱΕや ザミゅバゎ ンゲカ
 ∩ ンゲカぺ りギΑギハ キやヲョヱ ラギらャゅよ ユわゎ ヶわャや )るΒヤΑヲエわャや れΚハゅヘわャや ( アゎやヲルヱ れΚツプ モヨエΑ ヮルぺ ゅヨミ ∩ キケやヲゼャやヱ ゥΚョΕやヱ るΑグピヨャや
ュギャや ヲワ マャグハヲヨイョヱ ∩ モダヨャや ヲワ ノもやケ モもゅシ リヨッ ギィヲΑ ロや ラゲミクゅョ モミヱ  ゲカへ モもゅシ ヵぺ ヮヘもゅドヱ ヱぺ ヮレΑヲムゎ ヶプ ヮΒルやギΑΙ ヵグャや
0</template> 
</category> 
6. Comparing Arabic chatbots with other search engines 
Before training ALICE with the generated AIML files, these files were converted into "UTF-
8" code to recognize the Arabic letters. For this purpose two steps are taken: 
1. All Arabic AIML file are started with: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
2. An online tool was used (Foxe2314) to convert encoding into UTF-8.  
As a result five versions of ALICE were generated to cover the five domains as shown in 
table 2. 
 
Table 2. Online chatbots versions 
Chatbot version Link 
Mother&kids issues http://www.pandorabots.com/pandora/talk?botid=a9b5adeeae36a18a 










Table 3 shows the number of categories generated from each WWW FAQs. In total 5,665 
categories were generated.  
 
Table 3. AIML categories generated from Arabic WWWFAQs 
WWW FAQs Atomic categories Default categories 
Mother&kids issues 164 2,057 
Blood_disease 97 1,292 
Blood_charity_issues 69 960 
Health&fasting_issues 25 318 
Teeth_care_issues 42 614 
 
Fifteen questions were submitted to the generated versions, 93% of answers were correct. 
Sample of chatting is shown in figure 3. 
The same questions were submitted to Google and AskJevees, the recall was 87% for
both.  However, because Google and AskJevees return documents that hold the answers, we 
measure how much it is easy to find the answers inside the documents, based on if correct 
document is the first one in the returned list, and if the answer is found at beginning. In both 
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search engines AskJevees and Google 50% of the answers were found in files, where users 




Human: ヵゲムジャや ゆゅらシぺ ヶワゅョ  (What are the reasons of diabetes?) 
Arabic_Q/A_blood_disease: - ヵゲムジャや ¬やギャや ゐギエΑ  リΒャヲジルΕや リョ ュゴヤΑ や ュ コやゲプま ヶプ サゅΑゲムレらャや モゼプ るイΒわル
ヵグャや ュギャや ゲムシ ンヲわジョ ヂヘガャ りギゼヤャ チゲバわャやヱ リΑケゅヨわャや ¬やゲィまヱ ュゅバトャや メヱゅレゎ ギバよ りキゅハ ノヘゎゲΑ.  
 
Human: エもやケ ょらシ ゅョ∨ユヘャや る   (What is the reason of mouth smell?) 
Teeth_issues:  ヶヨツワ ょらシ10 %- ょらシ   ヵヲヨプ00 %-  れゅレΒョゅわΒヘャや ヂバよ コヲハ10 %. 
 
Human: ヰジらヤゎ ヶわャや ゆゅΒんャや ヶワゅョゅ ∨モョゅエャや   (What cloths should a pregnant wear?) 
Arabic_Q/A_mother&kids_issues: - ¬ゅレをぺ ヶプ ゆゅΒんャや ラヲムゎ ラぺ ょイΑ や マャグャ ∩ るッゅヘツプヱ るトΒジよヱ るΒヤヨハ モヨエャ
ヵギΑケヲャや ラやケヱギャや ゅヰホヲバャ れやギゼヨャや ギバらわジゎ  ヶわャゅΒャゅバャや ょバムャや れやク るΑグェΕや メゅヨバわシや ょレイゎヱ ∩ ヶャやヱギャや ゐヱギェ ヶプ ゅヰゎギハゅジョヱ
ヴャま ¬ヶジゎ  ゲヰヌャや ュΙへ ょらジゎヱ ラコやヲわャや0 .  
 
Human: ヵゲムジャや ヂΑゲョ ギレハ ュゅΒダャや りギもゅプ ヲワゅョ  (What is the usefulness of fasting for diabetic?) 
Arabic_Q/A_fasting&health_issues: ウャや ヴャや ュギャや ゲムシ るらジル ヂヘカ ユわΑ 
キ ケゅトプΙや ギバよ ゅヰわヘΒドヱ リジエΑ ゅヨョ ケゅヰレャΙΚカ るェやゲャや リョ ゅ⇔トジホ サゅΑゲムレらャや グカほゎヱ ヴルキΕや.  
 
Fig. 2. A sample of chatting with Arabic QAchatbots 
 
Unfortunately, changing the form of the Arabic question as presented in figure 5 leads to 
one of two cases: 
No answer is generated 
Related but not correct answer is obtained. 
 
Table 4. Analysis of answers generated by different Arabic format of the same question 
Question 
attempts 




Original  ラぺ モツヘΑ ヶわャや ゆゅΒんャや ヶワゅョ
ゅヰΑギゎゲゎ ∨モョゅエャや  
Y It is the same question as found in 
corpus, so an atomic match occurs 




 ヶわャや ゆゅΒんャや ヶワゅョゅヰジらヤゎ ∨モョゅエャや  
 
What cloths should a 
pregnant wear? 
 
Y An Arabic synonym of lexical "wear" 
is replaced: "  ゅヰΑギゎゲゎ " is replaced with " 
ゅヰジらヤゎ". A right answer is returned 
because the match is generated 
according to the words "cloths" and 
word "pregnant" (ゆゅΒんャや, モョゅエャや) 
Form2  
∨モョゅエャや ゆゅΒを ヶワゅョ 
 
What are the pregnant 
cloths? 
N This generates no answer, because the 
noun "cloths" ("ゆゅΒを") is found in the 
corpus with an article "the" ("メや"), so 




In contrast, AskJevees and Google give right answers or related ones even in case the 
Arabic form of question is changed. There are many reasons which may cause this as listed 
below: 
Arabic nouns and verbs are heavily prefixed. Nouns are usually preceded with the definite 
article al, and many conjunctions and prepositions are also attached as prefixes to nouns and 
verbs [14]. 
Arabic word formation is a complex procedure that is entirely based on root-and-pattern 
system. A large number of words can be retrieved from one root [14]. 
Information retrieval is language dependent operation, so retrieving Arabic documents 
implies retrieving all the variants of search terms using stemmer, morphological analysis, etc, 
and this is what AskJevees and Google do. 
The Arabic chatbots does not apply any NLP techniques; all what a chatbot does is matching 
with the keywords which were found in the original FAQs without any modification. This 
was to aim to see how it works without any sophisticate NLP. 
Another important reason is that the size of our corpora was small, as a result not a lot of 
lexical words variants are generated in the frequency list; we believe that if we increase the 
size of Arabic QA corpora, the possibility of having answers will increase even if the Arabic 
question form is changed without the need to any NLP techniques. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we describe a way to access Arabic information using a chatbot, with ut the 
need for sophisticated natural language processing or logical inference. FAQs are Frequently-
Asked Questions documents, designed to capture the logical ontology of a given domain. Any 
natural language interface to an FAQ is constrained to reply with the given Answers, so there 
is no need for deep analysis or logical inference to map user input questions ont this logical 
ontology. To test this hypothesis, the FAQ in the School of Computing at the University of 
Leeds was used to retrain the ALICE chatbot system, producing FAQchat. The replies from 
FAQchat look like results generated by search engines such as Google. As a result of 
comparison between FAQchat, Google and AskJevees, feedback favorable to FAQchat was 
gained from almost all users, even those who preferred Google. Using the previous 
evaluation, we extend our experiment to include Arabic FAQs.  
 We managed to demonstrate that simple ALICE-style chatbot engine could be used as 
a tool to access the Arabic WWW FAQs. We did not need sophisticated natural language 
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